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Five strategies of protest behavior in the elections of the
President of Russia
To stay at home, as called Bulk, or to spoil the ballot, as advised by Khodorkovsky? A boycott is different from a protest

vote and how the decision will affect the election process?

Citizens who do not agree with how organized and conducted the electoral process, or do not find in the list of the candidate for whom he

wishes to vote, can protest. Politicians and independent observers about how any expression of his disagreement affects the outcome of the

vote and voter turnout.

To spoil the ballot

One of the most common ways of protest vote is a corruption of the Bulletin. For example, Mikhail Khodorkovsky, who publicly urged it to

do if none of the candidates don't like offers to write on them "tired of Putin!", and then take a picture and put it on the Internet. "To let

people know that there is such a ballot," - wrote Khodorkovsky.

However, it is likely that if this endorsement will affect only one square, for example, opposite the name of Putin, the Bulletin recognized as

valid and the vote will count. Decisions on such controversial issues usually takes the electoral Commission to vote.

Ballot is considered spoiled if the marks are standing in front of several candidates or any marks not made, says co-movement in defense of

voters ' rights "Golos" Gregory Melkonyants. This behavior in the election, of course, increases turnout, but reduces the percentage of votes

for all candidates. Elections can recognize invalid if damaged more than 50 percent of the ballots (regular elections for the Russian figure -

1.5 percent).However, according to the political scientist, associate Professor, faculty of social Sciences, HSE Alexander Kanev, if the

presidential elections will be spoiled by the 3-4 percent of leaves, it will allow us to speak about the apparent indicator of trouble.

Take the Bulletin with you

On the one hand, this method ensures that a voter no one will use. On the other - entrainment of the newsletter still raises turnout since

1995 in Russia, it is traditionally considered the number of voters who signed for receipt of the sheet to a vote. With the level of support for

candidates is not affected - it is calculated only according to the number omitted in the ballot box ballots.

Although the law does not forbid to leave the Bulletin on the memory, in practice there are problems with the electoral Commission and
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observers: voters may suspect fraud, and in rare cases even delay. So, for example, happened to the activists of the party "Yabloko" from

Saratov in 2017, who staged a flash mob with the removal of the electoral lists.

To obtain an absentee ballot, but not vote

Bright but exotic example of a protest vote, which was used by some dissenters in the Soviet years and which gives the opposite effect.

Namely, increases turnout.

When a voter receives an absentee ballot, it expunged from the General list of voters. Make it on this list back only when he comes to vote.

If he does not vote, it will completely drop out of the electoral system and thereby increase turnout (it can be calculated if we divide the

number who came to vote on the number of registered voters).

To vote for the candidate that causes less negative emotions

A common option that guarantees that your voice no one will use. It allows to reduce the percentage of votes for the leading candidate, but

increases voter turnout. Choosing a candidate should not only read his electoral program, but also to evaluate its plans for the future even

if you lose, suggest the scientists.

"Think a hundred times whether you want to votes that implement, in protest, in the future, this

candidate was shaking like a symptom of their political power and imposes itself as a monopoly in

some political field. Roughly speaking, if you want the Communist party then represented Grudinin,

and the democratic movement in the future had a face Sobchak," says Alexander Kynev. According to

him, voting "just for anyone" is a false logic. If all the time to choose simulacra, that eventually will

reach the moment when nothing will remain of the present.

Not go to the polls

The most easy option. The rejection of the ballot directly affects the turnout. Although its threshold

and abolished in Russia, so the election will be held, even if they come only one person. The main

argument of the opponents of the boycott of the elections - the voters who do not vote for ideological

reasons, it is impossible to distinguish from just "lazy or indifferent people."

The scientists are unanimous in the opinion that to win in low turnout - not very prestigious for a

candidate. "Even in Soviet years when there were elections in any Western country, there was a TV

program "international panorama" and was told that they say, again the vote was the low turnout and

the majority of voters demonstrated their lack of participation in pre-election... That is, you can win a

good percentage, but low turnout this will devalue," says Alexander Kynev.

To monitor the appearance - the main strategy is not admitted to the elections politician Alexei

Navalny. He urged his supporters to be recorded by observers on sites and from home, watching the

cameras, installed over the ballot boxes.
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